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Do small samples underestimate mean abundance?
It depends on what type of bias we consider
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Abstract: Former authors claimed that, due to parasites’ aggregated distribution, small samples underestimate the true population mean
abundance. Here we show that this claim is false or true, depending on what is meant by ‘underestimate’ or, mathematically speaking,
how we define ‘bias’. The ‘how often’ and ‘on average’ views lead to different conclusions because sample mean abundance itself exhibits an aggregated distribution: most often it falls slightly below the true population mean, while sometimes greatly exceeds it. Since
the several small negative deviations are compensated by a few greater positive ones, the average of sample means approximates the
true population mean.
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In case of natural infections, parasites always exhibit
an aggregated (right-skewed) distribution across host individuals: most hosts harbour a few if any parasites, while
a few hosts harbour many parasite individuals (Crofton
1971). This distribution pattern influences several aspects
of the ecology and evolution of host-parasite interactions
(Krasnov 2008, Poulin 2011, Schmid-Hempel 2011, Clayton et al. 2016), and it may also cause a plethora of methodological problems in sampling design and statistical
analysis (Rozsa et al. 2000).
In their pioneering study, Gregory and Woolhouse
(1993) analysed how small sample size may bias the sample estimates of the population mean abundance (as defined by Bush et al. 1997) and other statistical measures of
parasite burdens. Using computer simulations, they found
that the smaller the sample size, the more often sample
mean abundance underestimates the true population mean
abundance. Intuitively, smaller samples are more likely to
contain only individuals from the non-infected and slightly
infected majority of the whole population, while the few
heavily-infected individuals tend to be totally absent from
small samples. They interpreted these results by concluding that “as sample size decreases values of sample mean
parasite burden (…) are (…) systematically underestimated”. Several subsequent authors (see e.g. Poulin 1996,
Cunha-Barros et al. 2003, Marques and Cabral 2007, Mladieno et al. 2012) have reached similar conclusions. The
purpose of our present account here is to explain that this

is an over-interpretation of results. The bias of an estimate
can be defined in several ways, of which two widely used
definitions will be considered below. When speaking about
underestimation or bias, one must clarify in which sense
the statement is meant.
In mathematical statistics, an estimator is called ‘unbiased’ if the estimates are on average equal to the population
parameter of interest. The term ‘on average’ is meant here
in an abstract sense, that is taking (virtually) the average of
all possible samples (which is typically an infinite set). The
mathematical notion for this theoretical average is the ‘expectation’ or ‘expected value’. Practically, unbiasedness
means that taking a large number of random samples, the
average of the sample estimates approximates the population parameter. However, if an estimate has a right-skewed
sampling distribution, its unbiasedness implies that more
than 50% of the estimates are smaller than the population
parameter. Typically, there are several small negative deviations and a few large positive ones, so the median of the
estimates is located below the population parameter. If it is
required that 50% of the estimates lie left and 50% right of
the population parameter, other estimators have to be used,
which are not unbiased in the above sense.
As there have been many cases in which just this was
required, also this property got its own name: this is the socalled ‘median unbiasedness’. The difference between unbiasedness and median unbiasedness lies in the fact that the
average is sensitive to the magnitude of deviations while
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Please note that below the terms ‘mean’, ‘median’, ‘sample
size’ and ‘distribution’ are used on three different levels: (i) simulated population of hosts, (ii) samples of hosts derived from the
simulated population, and (iii) means of these samples. To avoid
potential confusions, we do our best to separate these measures
as clearly as possible.
To illustrate the different effects of small sample sizes on the
mean versus the median of sample means, we made a computer
simulation using R 3.0.2 (R Core Team 2013). Using R functions
written by ourselves, we created a virtual population of hosts
(N = 100,000), harbouring parasites exhibiting a negative binomial distribution (a widely used mathematical model for aggregated parasite distributions) with mean abundance = 10 and exponent k = 0.05. This means that our virtual host-parasite system
exhibited a highly aggregated distribution of parasites across host
individuals. In the whole host population, 88% of individuals carried infections lighter than the population mean abundance. Then
we took 10,000 random samples (sampling with replacement) of
different sample sizes from the above host population.

RESULTS
We show results for arbitrarily chosen sample sizes (10,
30, 100 and 300) that roughly cover the range of sample sizes typically used in most practical studies. For sample sizes
of 10, 30, 100 and 300, the sample mean abundance was
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the median ignores the magnitude, just counts the positive
and negative deviations. A sufficient condition for an estimator to be both unbiased and median unbiased at the same
time is that its sampling distribution is symmetrical.
Switching back to Gregory and Woolhouse (1993), they
were right to point out that the majority of small samples
underestimate the true population mean abundance, and
only a minority of them will overestimate it. Unfortunately,
they reported this result by claiming that population mean
abundance is ‘systematically underestimated’ without
specifying what does this exactly mean. Taking the sample from a host population exhibiting an aggregated (rightskewed) distribution of parasites, the sample mean abundance itself shows an aggregated distribution. This means
that most sample mean abundances slightly underestimate
the true population mean abundance, while a few of them
greatly overestimate it. Thus the theoretical mean of the
sample means equals the true population mean abundance:
the sample mean is an unbiased estimate of the population mean. (Note that unbiasedness of the sample mean can
also be proven theoretically, irrespective of the distribution
of data.) Contrarily, the median of the sample mean abundances indeed underestimates the true population parameter, particularly in case of small sample sizes.
If the sample size tends to infinity, the distribution of
sample means tends to the normal distribution. This phenomenon is expressed mathematically by the ‘central limit
theorem’ (Rice 2007). Since the median of the normal distribution is equal to its mean, increasing the sample size
reduces the difference between the mean and median of the
sample mean abundance, and in limit the difference vanishes.
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Fig. 1. A – a virtual population of hosts harbouring parasites
exhibiting a highly aggregated negative binomial distribution
(N = 100,000, mean abundance = 10, exponent k = 0.05) used
as a model system; B–E – the distribution of sample mean abundances for sample sizes of 10, 30, 100 and 300 (each based on
10,000 random samples). For small samples the median of sample means (open triangle) greatly underestimates the true population abundance, whereas their mean (closed triangle) does not.
With increasing sample size, the distribution becomes more and
more symmetric, and the difference between the median and the
mean of sample estimates vanishes.

below the population mean in 68%, 61%, 56% and 53% of
the samples, respectively. This indicates that sample mean
abundance values themselves were aggregated, although
less aggregated than the distribution of abundance in the
whole population. Further, this bias was more emphasised
at small sample sizes, and the distribution of sample mean
abundance values tended toward a normal distribution (but
did not reach it) when we increased sample size (Fig. 1).
Moreover, in Fig. 2 we also illustrate how the mean, median, 5% and 95% quantiles of the sample mean abundances
depended on sample size. Please note that the sampling
bias phenomena discussed above are caused exclusively
by the aggregated nature of the distribution we modelled.
Therefore, arguably, other aggregated distributions would
yield qualitatively similar results.
Finally, due to the asymmetry of distribution, symmetrical CIs based on normal distribution do not work well for
aggregated parasite distributions. For the virtual population
we used in the present study, the actual coverage at a nominal level of 95% was 84%, 88% and 90% for sample sizes
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Fig. 2. Ten thousand random samples were taken (with replacement) from the virtual population shown in Fig. 1, and the mean (solid),
median (dashed), and the 5% and 95% quantiles (dotted) of sample mean abundances are depicted as functions of sample size. The
mean of sample means is very close to 10, the true population mean abundance, even for small samples. Contrarily, the median of sample mean abundances clearly underestimates it. The quantiles show the asymmetry of the distribution, which decreases with increasing
sample size.

n = 100, 200 and 300, respectively. A usual solution to obtain better CIs is applying the bootstrap that is supposed to
result in coverage probabilities closer to the nominal. Best
coverage can be expected from the bias corrected (BCa)
CI proposed by Efron (1987), which resulted in coverage
probabilities of 90%, 92% and 93% for n = 100, 200 and
300, respectively, when applied to our data. This means
that for reliable CI construction one needs large samples if
the distribution is extremely aggregated.
DISCUSSION
To our best knowledge, Poulin (1996, 2011) published
the only simulation study that contradicted our present
conclusions. He found that the mean of sample mean abundances consistently underestimated the true population
mean abundance at small sample sizes. Through private
communications, however, the author informed us that
those simulations were carried out using a software that
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could not be retrieved later on. Presumably, its results were
caused by unknown artefacts, e.g. due to the small number
(25–25) of samples in each sample size categories.
In conclusion, Gregory and Woolhouse (1993) – and
several further authors following them – were correctly
describing the ‘median bias’ phenomenon, more sample
means falling below the population mean then above it.
While this may be important to consider when estimating
the population mean abundance from small samples, we
caution against over-interpreting this phenomenon. Whether or not small samples tend to underestimate the population mean abundance depends on which type of bias we are
talking about.
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